
Jalema Blueprint

Filing Systems

The smart way

to file!

Go vertical and triple your
capacity



Wall racks
Wall racks come in 31” or 63” and can hold
up to a 24” x 36” drawing. Custom lengths
are also available.

Prod. Nr. Description
810800 Wall filing rack 31 1/2" long. Maximun 

load 220 lbs.
5811600 Wall filing rack, 63" long

Wall units
Wall units will hold up 8” of up to 36” x 48”
drawings. 

Prod. Nr. Description
5812500 Wall-unit; size 8"; max.load 55 lbs./bar

Table arms
Table arms attach to furniture and holp up
to 24” x 36” size drawings on a 6” bar.

Prod. Nr. Description
6431200 Attaches to a table for hanging files 

while jobs are in progess. Height is 20 
1/2"; max.load 40 lbs./bar

Adapters
A selection of adapters are available for
installing custom cut bars inside cabinets,
racks and shelving.

Prod. Nr. Description
5803300 Profile Supports/Side Brackets for metal 

cabinets or racks (9"-13"); set of 2 pieces
5805000 Profile Supports/Side Brackets for metal 

cabinets or racks (13"-24"); set of 2 pieces
5801900 Brackets for profile bars in wooden cabi-

nets; with wood screws; set of 2 pieces.
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By utilizing vertical space, Jalema allows you file
most jobs 2-high which can triple your capacity

when compared to flat file cabinets! 

Floor racks, wall racks, mobile carts for effi-
ciently handling and storing documents.
High-density floor racks, wall racks and mobile
carts allow you to manage and protect active
and archived jobs efficiently. Custom cut bars
with special adapters allow you to retrofit bars
into existing cabinets, 4-post shelving and other
structures. Color coded tabs and index flags
allow you to find jobs quickly and easily.

Offset rack
Offset racks are available for drawings up
to 34”x 43” and comes as a single level
base unit. A stackable top is available if
needed.

Prod. Nr. Description
6480500 Base; for files up to and including 

34" x 43"
6481000 Top; for files up to and including 34" x 43".

Uni-rack
Uni-racks with 2 levels are available for up
to 24“ x 36“ drawings. This enables you to
triple your capacity when compared to flat
file cabinets.

Prod. Nr. Description
6440002 Basic unit, 15 3/4" deep - 39 3/8" x 15 

3/4" x 89 5/8" (wxdxh) w/ 2 duo-profile 
levels.

6440502 Extension unit, 15 3/4" deep - 39 3/8" x
21 5/8" x 89 5/8" (wxdxh) w/ 2 duo-profile 
bars/levels.

Offset trolley
Offset trolleys allow you to transport up to
34” x 43” drawings to different locations.
Metro carts can be customized for odd size
drawings.

Prod. Nr. Description
MC33 Metro cart w/table top for files up to

25"x30". Dimensions: 36"W x 18"D x 50"H
MC63 Metro Cart single tier (36"Wx30"Dx63"H). 

Fits up to 36"x48" material in 1-level. 
*Other sizes vailable.

6419500 Grafi-Trolley/Offset Cart for files up to
and including 32" x 41". Includes one 
duo-profile bar for one level of filing. 
Blue/anthracite. (21"W x 24"D x 56"H)

Metro racks
Single level Metro racks are modified to
accept up to 36” x 48”. Optional casters can
be added to make the rack mobile.

Prod. Nr. Description
MR63 Metro Rack single tier 

(36"Wx30"Dx63"H). Fits up to 36"x48" 
material in 1-level. 
*Other sizes available.



Hanging clamps,
adhesive strips, Staple Strips 

and files for managing blueprints

Codetabs and Flags
Files and strips can be located easily and
quickly thanks to Jalema’s Codetabs and
Flags. 

Job-files
Files with a protective dust flap can hold up
to 50 drawings and come in sizes ranging
from 9” x 12” to 34” x 43”.

Staple Strips
Staple Strips allow you staple up to 50 sheets and come in 24"
and 36" sizes. They are also marked for 18" and 30" sheet posi-
tioning. Just center the sheets in the strip and staple with a
heavy-duty stapler. Index flags and colored labels are applied to
the end of the strip for easy identification.

Prod. Nr. Description
5632400 Hanging Staple Strips (24") for up to 50 drawings. Also scored for 

18" sheet size positioning. 25/bx.
5633600 Hanging Staple Strips (36") for up to 50 drawings. Also scored for 

30" sheet size positioning. 25/bx.

Jalema introduces the latest addition to its hanging file
system product line which addresses blueprint, drawings,
plans and map storage issues. Jalema uses the unique sin-
gle point suspension (hook-and-bar) system to allow archi-
tects, engineers and designers to efficiently manage and
store job material. Files are “locked” into place and hang
uniformly to create an organized
and attractive looking filing
system.

50 sheets, stapler and staple strip

Fold the Staple Strip

Center sheets into Staple Strip

Staple prints to the Staple Strip

Hanging Clamps
Hanging Clamps hold up to 25 loose sheets
or 50 staples sheets and come in 18"(2
clasps), 24"(3 clasps) and 36"(4 clasps)
sizes. 

Prod. Nr. Description
io033 Hanging Clamp (18") w/2 clasps (up to 

25 drawings/50 stapled). Priced each.
io034 Hanging Clamp (25") w/3 clasps (up to 

25 drawings/50 stapled). Priced each.
io036 Hanging Clamp (35") w/4 clasps (up to 

25 drawings/50 stapled). Priced each. 

Drawing Strips
Drawing Strips are used for individual
drawings and come in sizes 18", 24" and 36"
sizes.

Prod. Nr. Description
5622200 Drawing Strip (18") for individual 

drawings. 200/bx
5622300 Drawing Strip (25") for individual 

drawings. 200/bx
5622500 Drawing Strip (35") for individual 

drawings. 100/bx



More from Jalema Expanso
Jalema Expanso lets you use your current filing space 75% more efficiently and without
structural or architectural changes, or time-consuming moves. Jalema Expanso consists of
a set of tracks and a carriage. The tracks are mounted on the floor in front of and parallel to
your Uni-racks or Offset-racks.  The tracks can also be joined for continuous lengths. 
Please note: stacked Offset-racks cannot be placed on the Expanso system. 
Jalema Expanso for Grafi-System filing comes as a do-it-yourself kit. Easy-to-follow assem-
bly instructions are included in the packaging.

Prod. Nr. Description
6721000 set of 2 tracks for one carriage; 82 11/16” 
6731250 set of 2 tracks for two carriages; 123”
6741500 set of 2 tracks for three carriages; 163 3/8 
6704700 carriage for Uni-rack 15 _”
6706500 carriage for Uni-rack 21 5/8”
6708400 carriage for Offset-rack (base only)

Jalema: space and timesaving filing
solutions for more than 55 years
Established as a family business in 1947, Jalema has grown into
one of Europe's largest manufacturers of professional filing
systems. The head office of this dynamic enterprise is located in
Reuver, the Netherlands. Jalema also has subsidiaries in Belgium,
France and the United States.

Jalema's time, space and money-saving filing solutions are based
on files with a unique one-point suspension system, making late-
ral filing possible. In other words, the files hang diagonally on a
profile-bar and therefore require an absolute minimum of space.
A wide range of accessories makes it possible to work more
quickly and efficiently than ever before. 

Because of the quality of our innovative, integrated filing systems,
Jalema has managed to secure a position as market leader in
various countries and industries (including the graphic arts
industry and healthcare sector).

Quality (Jalema is ISO-9001 certified), service and continuity form
the cornerstones of the long-standing relationships Jalema main-
tains with its buyers across the world.

Jalema, Inc. 
7397 Washington Blvd.
Elkridge, MD  21075, USA
Tel. (800) 352-5362
Tel. 410-796-5411
Fax. 410-796-3090
info@jalema.com

OFFICE FILING
Efficency & ease in document storage and
retrieval.

DIGITAL MEDIA FILING
Functional, innovative storage for CD’s, Zips,
Jaz & floppies

www.jalemafilingsystems.com


